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Introduction
Uvod

Mechanisms have become a part of our life and are to be
found not only in technical practice, but along every step of
our everyday life [1, 2, 6]. They help us to do our work more
easily and more comfortably.

The mechanism is usually a part of a machine where two
or more pieces are combined, so that the motion of the first
compels the motion of the others, according to a law
depending on the nature of the combination. The operation
of any machine depends upon two things:
1. the transmission of certain forces,
2. the production of determinate motions.

In designing, due consideration must be given to both of
these, so that each part may be adapted to bear the stresses
imposed on it, as well as have the proper motion relative to
the other parts of the machine.

The structure that supports the moving parts and
regulates the path motions, or kind of motion, is called the
frame of a machine [3]. In discussing the motions of the
moving parts, they are considered in regard to the frame.
The frame absorbs the forces or moments that originate at
the transformation of motions [7]. The components which
actuate the mechanism are called the drivers, the other
components whose motions are caused are called the
followers.

It is often needed to define the velocity and acceleration
of a rigid body or some point of mechanism in
manufacturing practice, if the input parameters of driver are
known. The kinematic analysis is concerned with the
problems listed below.

The goal of the kinematic analysis is to investigate the
motion of individual components of a mechanism (or its
chosen points) in dependence on the motion of drivers. To
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investigate the motion means to determine the dependency
of the position, velocity and acceleration of examined
members and important points on the motion of driven
members or on the time.

Although all real machines must exist in three-
dimensional space, there is a very important class of
motions in terms of which the action of most human-made
machines can be analyzed. This class of motions is known
as planar or two-dimensional motion, and the machines to
which it applies are known as planar machines or planar
mechanisms. The planar motion is the motion in which all
points in the system are assumed to move so that the
distance from each point in the system to some reference
plane remains constant. That is, all displacements in planar
motion are parallel to that plane, and they can be represented
by their projections onto that plane. [9]

The comparison of the numerical, graphical and
computer aided solution of kinematic analysis was realized
on the planar quick-return mechanism that is usually used as
the base for shaping machine in technical practice.

To present the mechanism of motion behaviour to
students studying at the Faculty of Manufacturing
Technologies of Technical University in Košice with the
seat in Prešov, in Slovakia, five times reduced physical
model of the mechanism was prepared (on the basis of real
mechanism) as shown in Fig.1.

A simple representation of real mechanism that serves
as the basis for the next processing is the kinematic scheme.

The kinematic scheme of a quick-return mechanism,
drawn up on the basis of real mechanism, is shown in Fig. 2.
Individual components of the mechanism in this scheme are
numbered due to the next solution limpidity.

2
Kinematic analysis approaches and problem solution
Pristupi k e analize i rješenje problemainematičk
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2.1
Analytical solution
A rješenjenalitičko

There are several types of that is
usually focused on the task of the solution position. Most
often the numerical method uses the trigonometric rules and
mathematical definitions such as functions, differentiation,
equations, etc. The advantages of this method include
minimal cost for its realization and the possibility to use the
table applications for obtaining mathematical function
through out-put values.

The disadvantages of this method are:
the expression of mathematical equations is time
consuming,
it requires an excellent mathematical knowledge of the
operator,
this method does not solve the collisions of
components.

For analytical solution the coordinate system of
mechanism is located into the point O , the position of the
important points is described by their and y coordinates.
The parameter that changes with time is the angle .
Kinematic dependency of on time if is constant, can
be expressed:

analytical solution
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The dependency of the -coordinate of point B on the
angle is defined by trigonometric method. The position
of point B is given by:
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Figure1
Slika 1.

Physical model of reduced mechanism
og mehanizmaFizički model smanjen

Figure2
Slika 2.

Kinematic scheme of mechanism
Kinematička shema mehanizma

The input values of the studied mechanism, shown in
Fig 1 and Fig. 2, are:

= 360 mm
= 570 mm
= 135 mm

= 30º
= 1,745 rad/s

The frame is numbered by number 1; the driver is the
crank with number 2 that rotates at constant angular speed

.
The goal of the kinematic analysis of this mechanism is

to define the motion of the component 6 whose all points
describe the line path. At the end of the bar number 6 can be
located a tool for machining. The kinematic analysis can be
done in several ways, such as: analytical solution, graphical
solution, and computer aided solution.
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Velocity of the point B is simultaneously the velocity of
the whole body 6 and it can be expressed by relation:
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The results achieved after substitution of concrete value
30º to parameter in the equations (3) and (4) = 0,40169

m/s, = 1,10303 m/s .

is suitable only for the solving of
planar mechanism and proceeds from the kinematic scheme
of mechanism sketched in the selected scale with the scaled
input parameters (velocity, acceleration) in vector form.
The advantages of this method are:

minimal cost for its realization,
possibility to use graphical software,
relatively quick solution of obtaining output values for
one concrete combination of defined input parameters.

The disadvantages are:
for every change of input value it is necessary to process
a new graphical solution,
inaccuracy,
it does not solve the collisions of components.

This solution consists of investigation of velocity and
acceleration field of important mechanism points. It
provides information about kinematic parameters for a
concrete time moment, which means it provides
information on the values corresponding to the concrete
immediate mechanism position.

Graphical solution is suitable for investigation of planar
mechanism. This method uses vectors and the principles of
operating with them, it is based on the application of
simultaneous motion theory and the knowledge of
kinematics. Input parameters are drawn in the needed scale,
of course it influences the output values which have to be
changed after solution according to the scale.

The example of graphical solution of wing mechanism
is shown in Fig. 3.

uses a special software
designed for it. Today there are very interactive and user
friendly 3D softwares in the market, which can simulate not
only the motion of the mechanism, but they can define the
position, velocity, acceleration, forces, moments and other
parameters at every moment of time in a graph or vector
version. Inside the computer application it is necessary
primarily to create the 3D models of individual components
of mechanism, secondary to join them by kinematic linkage
which removes needed number of the degree of freedom.
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Graphical solution

Computer aided solution
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Graphical solution

2.3
Computer aided solution

Grafičk
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The degree of approximation to the real situation is higher at
the more difficult systems than at the simpler software,
which increases the demands for hardware. Therefore it is
important to choose the simulation tool correctly so as not to
over-price the manufacturing, but so that the achieved
results accordingly correspond to the specified conditions
on the other hand. This approach requires not only the
software control, but it demands the knowledge of the
mechanics field, too.

The advantages of this method are:
visualisation of the mechanism motion in virtual
environment with its details,
fast data processing and fast output data acquirement
for variable combination of input values,
possibility to use the output data for other applications,
the material characteristics definition and consequently
the possibility of dynamic [5] characteristics
generation,
the chance for direct transmission to dynamic analysis,
the ability of components impact determination in
virtual background.

The disadvantages are:
expensive software and hardware equipment,
necessity for the operator to be able to work with the
equipment (software, hardware).

The virtual model of wing mechanism shown in Fig. 4
was created by software Pro/Engineer on the basis of
kinematic scheme (Fig. 2).

The software includes the simulation tools of
Pro/Engineer, which are suitable for the analysis and the
control rationalization of complicated processes. It provides
the engineers within the product development process to
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Figure3
Slika 3.

The graphical solution
Grafičko rješenje
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After the modelling mechanism, joints and input
parameter definition, it is possible to provide the kinematic
analysis. Output data can be designed direct in CAD/CAM
system Pro/Engineer as graphs (Fig. 5) or as vectors (Fig. 6)
or it can be sent to the other software for the next processing.

The red line in Fig. 5 represents the position of
component as input parameter measured in degrees (º),
the blue curve of graph shows the velocity profile (mm/s) of
the bar 6, and the green curve describes the acceleration
profile (mm/s ) of the output slider 6, after analysis has been
executed.

For example it is possible to determine the maximum
value of acceleration on the basis of the graph, which is
achieved in two positions =45º and =315º.

2 φ

φ φ

21

21 21

2

The vector shown in Fig. 6 represents the kinematic
parameter in actual position; in this case it is the
acceleration. The advantage of vector representation is the
possibility to obtain not only the value of kinematic
parameter, but its orientation, too.

The values obtained by all approaches of kinematic
analysis are presented in Tab. 1. The value for the
comparison of all types of solutions, numerical, graphical
and computer aided, was done for the concrete position of
crank 2 at =30º.φ21

perform the kinematic motion simulation and behavioural
insight into the assembly through easy definition and
animation of connections, such as pin joints, ball joints,
sliders and other. These connections and the resulting
assembly constraints facilitate the assembly of closed loop
systems. They can be used compatibly and in combination
with packaging and traditional like mate, align insert, offset
and so on.

Once the mechanism is assembled, engineers can
observe how their mechanism designs will behave
geometrically through interactive part dragging and user-
defined motion simulations. Any point on a mechanism
assembly can be dragged interactively by the user to
animate the mechanism. Predefined motion simulations,
using drivers to simulate motors or actuators, also provide
animation. There is a powerful design tool enabling
engineers to create industry-best mechanism designs by
clearly building and communicating design intent into
mechanism assemblies and subassemblies in this software.

" "

Figure 4.
Slika 4.

Virtual model of mechanism
Virtualni model mehanizma

Figure 5.
Slika 5.

Output data of kinematic analysis in graph form
e analize u grafi kom oblikuIzlazni podaci kinematičk č

Figure 6.
Slika 6.

Output data of kinematic analysis in vector form
e analize u vektorskom oblikuIzlazni podaci kinematičk

Table 1
Tablica 1.

Obtained kinematic values
e vrijednostiDobivene kinematičk

Metho dsKinematic analysis –
po int B

Values fo r φ21=30º Analytical
Co mputer

aided
Graphical

Speed vB m/s 0,40269 0,402951 0,40

Acceleratio n aB m/s2 1,10303 1,09970 1,10

/

/
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It can be said that the results are the same and so the
final decision about which of the methods will be selected
depends only on investigators and their possibilities. If they
are good in math, they can choose the numerical method; if
they have hardware and software for kinematic analysis at
their disposal, they can use the computer aided method. In
all three cases they have to know the basic principles of
mechanics.

The design of a machine or a mechanism or any moving
mechanical system always starts with a consideration of
kinematics because kinematics is the study of the geometry
of motion. That is, kinematics deals with the functional
relationships between the parts interconnected, and how
those parts move relative to each other. Only after choices
have been made regarding those three factors can matters
such as strengths, materials, fabrication techniques, and
costs be seriously addressed. Failure to devote the proper
attention to kinematics up front can, and often does, result
in the design of a system with substandard or nonoptimum
performance and/or with unsatisfactory reliability. [9, 4]

Fortunately, today, the availability of very powerful
personal computers and the associated software allows
kinematic synthesis and analysis, which were formerly
laborious, to be performed quickly and cheaply. There is no
longer an excuse for avoiding doing careful kinematic
design up front. Because of the availability of these
computer aids and the consequent incentives to apply
kinematic principles in design, it is becoming increasingly
important for the practicing engineer to have a good
understanding of those kinematic principles.

Actually before engineers can start to use a computer
for synthesis or analysis of a machine, they must develop
some initial concept of how the machine will operate.

Even though the virtual simulation of a mechanism has
a firm place in engineering practice, it seldom conforms to
real conditions, due to outside and inside influences, which
can be difficult to predict and define. Therefore it is
necessary to consider random influences and to multiply the
results by surety factor.
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